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DEPHASING OF HAHN ECHO IN ROCKS BY DIFFUSION IN SUSCEPTIBILITY-
INDUCED FIELD INHOMOGENEITIES
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The decay of the Hahn spin echo of water in the pore space of many porous media is dominated by the dephasing
of spins in internal-field inhomogeneities, produced by susceptibility contrasts, rather than surface or bulk
relaxation. This is particularly the case for measurements at moderate and high fields in samples such as
fluid-saturated sedimentary rocks and some biological materials. Here, we study the behavior of the Hahn-echo
decay in rocks with grains much larger and smaller than the average dephasing length, which is typically of the
order of a few microns. It is shown that the decay in these two cases is qualitatively different. For coarse-grained
rocks, the decay can be modeled to first order by a distribution of local, effective field gradients. This is in
contrast to the case of fine-grained rocks, where motional narrowing of the field inhomogeneities occurs. These
interpretations are supported by measurements of the temperature dependence of the Hahn echo decay and the
diffusion time dependence of the diffusion coefficient. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements have become
an important tool to characterize fluid-saturated porous
media, such as biological samples or sedimentary rocks.
In these samples, there is often a significant susceptibility
contrast,Dx, between the solid material and the fluid
filling the pore space. In many cases, the decay of the
Hahn spin echo is dominated by diffusion of the spins in
the resulting field inhomogeneities, rather than relaxation
on surfaces or in the bulk liquid. This is clearly the case
for sedimentary rocks at high fields,1,2,3,4,5and similar
situations exist in some biological samples when air
bubbles, red blood cells or magnetic contrast agents
produce field inhomogeneities.6,7

The dephasing of the Hahn spin echo, at a total echo
time 2t, due to diffusion in the inhomogeneous field,
B0(r ), depends on the path integralI (t) of the instanta-
neous Larmor frequency,v(t) [ gB0(r (t)):

I ~t! 5 K expH i E
0

t

v~t! dt 2 i E
t

2t

v~t! dtJL .

(1)

Here the average is evaluated over all spins. In order to
evaluate this expression, both the spatial distribution of
the static magnetic field in the pore space,B0(r ), and the
properties of restricted diffusion, i.e.,r (t), have to be
known accurately. Detailed, realistic information on the
pore geometry and the field distribution in a sedimentary
rock is usually not available. For this reason we first
identify the critical features of the pore geometry and
field profile needed to capture the essential physics of the
problem. These elements are then used to describe the
complicated processes in a simplified manner. To high-
light these underlying features, we first summarize the
behavior of the resultant Hahn echo with the addition of
a field gradient in simple restricting geometries and then
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discuss some generalizations to more complicated sys-
tems. We compare this simplified description with ex-
perimental results, including the temperature dependence
of the Hahn echo and the diffusion-time dependence of
the diffusion coefficient.

RESTRICTED DIFFUSION IN A NON-
UNIFORM FIELD

In simple geometries characterized by a single-length
scale, it has been shown8,9,10that the decay of the Hahn
echo for spins diffusing in an applied gradientg is
governed by the interplay of three lengths: the diffusion
length, lD [ =D0t, (D0 is the self-diffusion coeffi-
cient), the size of the pore or structure,l s, and a dephas-
ing length, l g [ (D0/gg)1/3, (g is the gyromagnetic
ratio). The diffusion length gives a measure of the aver-
age distance that a spin diffuses during the timet. The
dephasing lengthl g may be thought of as the typical
length scale over which a spin must travel to dephase by
2p radians. For gradients in the range of 1 to 1000 G/cm
and the diffusion coefficient of water at room tempera-
ture, l g varies between about 10mm and 1mm.

At short enough diffusion timeslD is the shortest
length. In this free-diffusion regime, the echo decays
approximately as:11

M~ g, t!/M0 5 expH2
2

3
D0g

2g2t3J , (2)

where M0 is the signal amplitude at zero gradient
strength.

At longer diffusion times whenlD becomes larger
than l s or l g, the behavior depends on the ratiol s/l g.
When this ratio is small compared to 1, (i.e., in small
pores wherel s becomes the shortest length), the spins
average out the field inhomogeneities. In the motional
averaging regime, the echo amplitude fort .. l s

2/D0

decays asymptotically as:12

M~ g, t!/M0 5 expH 2
8

175

g2g2l s
42t

D0
J . (3)

Eq. (3) is appropriate for spherical pores. For other
geometries, Neuman12 showed that only the numerical
prefactor in the exponent changes.

In the other case in whichl s/l g .. 1, the decay of the
spin echo start to deviate significantly from Eq. (2) only
after it has decayed to a low level, that scales likesl g/l s,
and eventually reaches what we have called the localiza-
tion regime.10

The above discussion can be generalized to more
complicated situations, such as sedimentary rocks, in the

following way. In these disordered systems, the field
variations are more complicated than can be described by
a single gradient, and the restrictions are, in general,
more diverse and cannot be described by a single-length
scale. However, for any small subset of spins, it is still
useful to identify the dominant regime for the Hahn echo
decay (free diffusion, motional averaging, or localization
regime). In the free-diffusion regime, appropriate for
coarse-grained rocks, the majority of the spins’ signal
decays before they have experienced significant restric-
tions due to the grains. At longer times, the echo decay
will show a localization-type behavior. In the motional
averaging regime, appropriate for fine-grained rocks, the
spins are severely restricted before their signal has de-
cayed. The distinction between fine- and coarse-grained
rocks is given by the relative size of a representative
dephasing length,l g, and a typical length scale for the
restriction, l s. This separation corresponds to the sepa-
ration between “small size” and “large size” discussed by
Muller et al.6

In the free-diffusion regime, the typical pore size is
large enough that the echo amplitude decays before a
significant fraction of the spins have experienced the
effect of the walls. For this purpose, the diffusion of the
spins is then, essentially, free. Each spin will experience
some local, effective gradientgeff. The effective gradient
geff is equal to the local gradient,g, averaged over the
length l g. This length has to be determined self-consis-
tently by l g 5 (D0/ggeff)

1/3 and is typically in the range
of a few microns. Field inhomogeneities on a length
scale shorter thanl g are not important because they are
averaged out by diffusion. The expected echo decay is
then to first order a superposition for spins with the
appropriategeff:

M~t!/M0 < E f~ geff! expH 2
2

3
D0g

2geff
2 t3J dgeff,

(4)

wheref( geff) is the distribution of effective gradients in
the rock. We stress that this expression will only be
approximately correct, as further discussed in Refs. 10 and
13. For rocks in the free diffusion regime, we can try to
invert the measured Hahn echo decay and obtain a rough
distribution of effective gradients. The width of the distri-
bution is due to the gradient distribution within a pore and
due to the heterogeneity between different pores.

For a fine-grained rock, we expect that the echo
follows Eq. (4) only for a short time. After the spins have
diffused across the pore, the echo decay will be at a
reduced rate and similar to Eq. (3). This equation was
derived for diffusion in a bounded space and in the
presence of an applied constant gradient. Following the
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argument of Wayne and Cotts,14 a similar behavior will
also apply for diffusion in an unbounded space but with
a bounded field variation. Note that in Eq. (3),gls is the
total field variation that the spins are exposed to. In our
case, this quantity will scale likeDxB0.4 The important
correlation time of the field fluctuations that the spins
experience is given bytc 5 l s

2/Deff, whereDeff is the
long time diffusion coefficient, i.e.,D0 divided by the
tortuosity7.13 The tortuosity limit is approached after a
diffusing spin has sampled a large enough part of the
pore space to be representative of the whole pore space.
The expected decay is then given by:

M~t!/M0 < expH 2 a~gDxB0!
2

l s
2

Deff
tJ . (5)

Here, we usea to indicate a factor that depends on the
exact shape of the pores, similar to the situation dis-
cussed in Ref. 12 concerning Eq. (3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NMR measurements were compared between two
rocks with very different pore sizes. The goal was to find
rocks where the pore size is either much larger or much
smaller than the dephasing lengthl g. The first rock is a
coarse-grained sandstone, a quarried sample of Fontaine-
bleau sandstone, consisting of clean sand grains with an
average grain size of about 200mm, a porosity of 9.2%,
a tortuosity7 5 4.9 and a susceptibility contrast to water
of Dx 5 12.11 3 1026 (SI). The second rock is a
fine-grained carbonate made up of small micrite particles
of size#2 mm. This mudstone has a porosity of 22.7%,
a tortuosity7 5 2.8 and a susceptibility contrast to water
of Dx 5 11.22 3 1026 (SI). Both rock cores were
cylindrical plugs with diameters of 2 cm and lengths of
3.8 cm. They were fully saturated by vacuum impregna-
tion with a brine solution of conductivitysw 5 5 S/m.

The measurements were performed with a GE 2.0 T
CSI-II imaging spectrometer, operated at a Larmor fre-
quency of 85.56 MHz and equipped with self-shielded
gradients able to achieve a maximum gradient strength of
620 G/cm. Measurements were performed at tempera-
tures ofT 5 25°C and 40°C.

In Fig. 1a and b, we show the measured Hahn echo
decay at the two temperatures for the sandstone and the
carbonate rocks, respectively. It is evident that for the
sandstone, the decay rate increases as the temperature is
increased, whereas for the fine-grained rock, we observe
the opposite behavior. Similar behavior has been ob-
served by Weisskoff et al.7 for samples of monosized
beads. This is indeed what is expected from Eqs. (4) and
(5), respectively. By raising the temperature from 25.0°C
to 40°C, the diffusion coefficient is increased by 40%. As

the temperature is raised, diffusion is more rapid, which
leads to greater decay in the free-diffusion regime, and to
a better averaging and smaller decay in the motional-
averaging regime.

In the case of the sandstone, the temperature depen-
dence agrees quantitatively with the simple expression
(4). To shows this clearly, we replot in Fig. 2 the sand-
stone data of Fig. 1a as echo amplitude versus
(g2D0t3)1/3. The data of the two temperatures now fall
on the same curve. This confirms that spins are essen-
tially in the free-diffusion limit and that the pore size is
larger than the individual dephasing lengths. The high
degree of collapse seen in Fig. 2 may be partly fortuitous,
however, considering the limitations to Eq. (4) men-
tioned above.

We have further NMR evidence that the typical pore
size in the sandstone is larger than a few microns. In Fig.

Fig. 1. Decay of Hahn-echo amplitude versus the total echo
spacing, 2t, for the Fontainebleau sandstone (a) and a carbon-
ate mudstone (b) at two temperatures. The lines connecting the
data points are drawn only to guide the eye.

Fig. 2. Decay of Hahn echo amplitude versus the rescaled echo
spacing, (g2D0t3)1/3, for the Fontainebleau sandstone at two
temperatures. The data overlap implies that Eq. (4) is generally
followed. The distribution of effective gradients obtained by an
analysis of this data is shown in the insert.
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3, the measured values of the time-dependent diffusion
coefficient, D(t), normalized with respect toD0 are
displayed for both samples. The measurements were
obtained with a sequence that uses pulsed, bipolar gra-
dients and is based on the stimulated echo.15 The data
has been analyzed as described in detail in 16. The
sandstone data in Fig. 3a shows that the measured dif-
fusion coefficient is decreasing relatively slowly fromD0

towards the tortuosity limit,Deff 5 D0/7, shown as
dash–dotted line. The tortuosity7 has been determined
independently by electrical measurements. The Hahn
echo has decayed toe21 at an echo time of about 18 ms.
This corresponds to a diffusion lengthlD . 6 mm. For
this diffusion length, the measured diffusion coefficient
is much closer toD0 thanDeff. This further confirms that
the typical pore size of this coarse-grained rock is larger
than the dephasing length and, therefore, that the free-
diffusion regime is indeed appropriate to describe the
Hahn echo decay to first order. Even at the longest echo
spacing shown in Fig. 1a, the spins have diffused less
than 16mm and the measured diffusion coefficient is still
far from the tortuosity limitDeff.

In the case of the mudstone shown in Fig. 1b, the
slower decay at higher temperature is qualitatively in
agreement with Eq. (3). Faster diffusion leads to in-
creased averaging of the field inhomogeneities and leads
to a reduced decay rate. Brown and Fantazzini4 have
observed similar behavior in fine-grained porcelain sam-
ples. The decrease, however, is weaker than predicted
from the asymptotic expression in Eq. (3) and the tem-
perature dependence of the diffusion coefficient. The
simplest explanation is thatl s ,, l g is not strictly
fulfilled, i.e., the typical pore size of 1mm is smaller than
the dephasing length, but not by a large factor. The
observed temperature dependence might also be affected
by a few larger pores. This has been confirmed by
analysis of electron microscopy thin sections. The data in
Fig. 3b shows the time-dependent diffusion coefficient
for the mudstone. These measurements approach the
tortuosity limit much faster than in Fig. 3a, and coincide

with the tortuosity limit at the longer diffusion lengths.
This indicates that spins have diffused through several
pores and that the pore size in the mudstone is indeed
much smaller than in the sandstone. Note that at the
shorter diffusion lengths shown in Fig. 3b, the measured
diffusion coefficient deviates somewhat from the tortu-
osity limit. This also demonstrates that the tail of the
pore-size distribution extends to some larger pores.

The temperature dependence of the echo decay for the
coarse grained sandstone, shown in Figs. 1a and 2, sup-
ports the description by Eq. (4). To first order, each spin
is exposed to a local effective gradient,geff, and there is
a distributionf( geff ) of these gradients in the pore space
of the rock. The actual gradients are, of course, not
uniform. For Eq. (4) to be applicable, however, they only
need to be constant over the distancel g, i.e., a few
microns. Taking this expression at face value, we can
extract the distribution of the effective gradients,f( geff )
from the data shown in Fig. 1a. The resulting distribu-
tion, calculated using a procedure implemented by A.
Sezginer and described in Ref. 17, is shown in the insert
of Fig. 2. Note that while the mode of the distribution is
centered around 4 G/cm, the distribution has a significant
high-gradient tail that extends to over 100 G/cm. This
shows that, even in samples with fairly uniform grain
sizes, the distribution of gradients can be substantial and
some spins will experience rapid dephasing in the pores
corresponding to the high-gradient tails of the distribu-
tion. In separate diffusion-editedT1 measurements, we
have confirmed that spins in the smaller pores experience
the highest effective gradients.

The maximum of the distribution at approximately 4
G/cm agrees with an order of magnitude estimate: we
expect that the mean gradient is of orderDxB0/ 2l pore.

2

In this rough estimate, a 4-G/cm gradient corresponds to
a pore size of about 50mm, which is consistent with a
grain size of 200mm.

In the case of the mudstone, the temperature depen-
dence gives an indication of motional averaging. We can
also make an order of magnitude estimate to confirm that
this interpretation is reasonable. At the longer times, the
Hahn echo decays with a decay rate of approximately
(13.5 ms)21. Using Eq. (3), estimatinggls ' DxB0 and
using the long time limit for the diffusion coefficient, we
obtain l s ' 1.8 mm, a number close to the size of the
micrite particles that make up this rock.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the effects of
internal-field gradients in two rock cores using the decay
of the Hahn echo and the diffusion-time dependence of
the water diffusion coefficient. Samples were chosen
with differing characteristic pore sizes. The first sample

Fig. 3. Time-dependent diffusion coefficient,D(t), versus the
diffusion length,lD, for the Fontainebleau sandstone (a) atT 5
25°C andT 5 40°C and carbonate mudstone (b) atT 5 25°C.
The dashed-dotted line shows the tortuosity limit, determined
independently by electrical measurements.
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was a large-grained sandstone in which the echo decay
can be represented as free diffusion in an effective gra-
dient field. In this case, the distribution of effective
gradients can be extracted by inverting the Hahn echo
data. The second, fine-grained sample, a mudstone, had
less decay as the diffusion coefficient of the pore-filling
fluid was raised. This signalled that the spins were ex-
periencing motional narrowing of the field inhomogene-
ities.
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